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At the LHC we can learn a lot from the following processes

Kidonakis,N. PRD82:054018,2010

QCD top quark pair production

EWK single top production

Kidonakis, PRD 82 (2010) 114030
Langenfeld, Moch, Uwer, PRD 80 (2009) 054009

Kidonakis,N. PRD83:091503,2011 Kidonakis,N. PRD81:054028,2010

Note: quoting predicted cross sections for 7 TeV pp collisions

http://arxiv.org/pdf/1005.4451
http://arxiv.org/pdf/1103.2792
http://arxiv.org/pdf/1001.5034


Experimental handles for top 
A summary on CMS status, on physics objects 

definition and performance for top physics
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The Compact Muon Solenoid

Matching the excellent 
performance of the 
LHC

Sub-detector efficiencies 
from 97.1%-99.9% at/or with 
better than design 
performance

Coping successfully with the 
pileup challenge in all fronts: 
trigger, DAQ, computing, 
reconstruction

2008 JINST 3 S08004

2012 goal
currently reconstructing
 ~16 vertices per event

http://jinst.sissa.it/LHC/CMS/2008_JINST_3_S08004.pdf
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Selecting top quarks at CMS

Trigger
Single/double (isolated) leptons

and/or based on hadronic activity 

Jets
Anti-kT algorithm with R=0.5

pT>20 GeV |η|<2.5-4.5 (analysis dependent)

b-tagging (optional)

Leptons (e,μ,τ) with pT>20 |η|<2.5

Isolation in tracker and calorimeters
Reconstruction quality, i.e. ID 
(number of hits, χ2,  conversion veto, etc.) 

Missing transverse energy (ET
miss)

Requirement is optional
Ranging from 20 to 60 GeV

μμ+b+E
T

miss

eτ
eμ
ee

μτ
μμ
eμ

ττ
μτ
eτ
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 +
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ts
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e + jets
μ + jets
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all-hadronic
We identify top(s) through its main decay: t → Wb  ►
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Particle 
flow

Global event description approach
Charge-based separation of components making best use of:

field integral

calorimeter granularity

iterative tracking (progressively relaxing constraints/removing hits)

After linking sub-detector elements → particle candidates

Particle flow yields a global description of each event 

A reconstructed jet is “again” a cluster of particles ▼

crucial for b-jets (e.g. reduce material budget uncertainty on energy scale)

crucial for missing transverse energy resolution (                               )

CMS PAS PFT-10-002, JINST 6 (2011) 09001  

http://cms-physics.web.cern.ch/cms-physics/public/PFT-10-002-pas.pdf
http://arxiv.org/pdf/1106.5048v1.pdf


Muons
Pileup resilient 
lepton isolation



Taus
Precise and efficient 
reconstruction algorithm

Muons
Pileup resilient 
lepton isolation



ET
miss 

Best resolution

Muons
Pileup resilient 
lepton isolation

Taus
Precise and efficient 
reconstruction algorithm



Improving
with better 
knowledge of the 
detector

2011

2012

Muons
Pileup resilient 
lepton isolation

Taus
Precise and efficient 
reconstruction algorithm

E
T

miss 
Best resolution
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Jet calibration at CMS – I

Factorized approach for jet calibration in CMS

Offset corrections for pile-up and electronic noise

Charged hadron candidates associated to secondary vertices are subtracted

Corrections for detector calibration and reconstruction efficiencies (MC-based)

relative residual η dependency corrections (data-based)

absolute and residual pT corrections (data-based)

CMS DP-2012/012 
CMS DP-2012/006 
2011 JINST 6 P11002 

Achieve <2% uncertainty on energy scale and ~10% on energy resolution

Pile-up 
independent

<5% No residual pT 
dependency

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1460989/files/DP2012_012.pdf
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1454659/files/DP2012_006.pdf
http://arxiv.org/abs/1107.4277
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Contribution of particle flow jet components to jet energy is understood to within <1%

Flavor specific differences within 1-3% of the averaged correction

b-jet response is within 1% for pT>15 GeV

pure flavor modeling within 1.5% comparing Pythia6 vs Herwig++

We factorize 16 independent sources of jet energy scale uncertainty correlations

key feature: sources may cross 0 and produce anti-correlations 

e.g. extrapolation includes fragmentation (correlated) and π response (anti-correlated) components

Jet calibration at CMS – II
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CMS PAS BTV-11-004

Mistag rate

b-tag efficiency

Jets stemming from the hadronization of b's are distinct:

Large lifetime of B-hadrons τ ~ 1.5 ps 

yields displaced decays cτ ~ 492 μm 

massive secondary vertices MsecVtx~ 3 GeV (MB~5 GeV)

may contain soft leptons BR(B→lvl+X) ~ 20% 

Identification algorithms characterized by 
efficiency and mistag rate (probability to 
mis-identify c- or light flavoured-jets)

http://cms-physics.web.cern.ch/cms-physics/public/BTV-11-004-pas.pdf
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b-jet identification - II

Mistag rate scale factor

b-tag efficiency scale factor

Efficiency measurements affected by different uncertainties:

Gluon splitting and flavour composition

Jet trigger and offline selection

Template shapes, pileup, etc.

Combine alternative measurements 

Different sensitivity to different systematics

2-4% uncertainty on b-tagging efficiency

9-11% uncertainty on mistag rate

M
is

ta
g 

ra
te

b efficiency



Cross section measurements
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Ingredients for a measurement of the cross section

High statistics and low background channels

Leptons (e or μ) in final state yield efficient rejection of multijets background

e/μ+jets: high statistics, limited backgrounds (W+jets and QCD multijets)

ee/eμ/μμ: low statistics and low background (mostly Drell-Yan and dibosons)

Establish the cross section in all channels: combination yields ultimate precision

Characterization of our signal

Madgraph (LO) models top pair production: matrix element approach for 
the generation of up to 3 jets interfaced with Pythia for showering. Powheg 
(NLO) is used for single top. (Note: Different generators are compared for both)

Main unknowns are: factorisation/renormalization scale – 
Q2, jet-parton matching scale and top mass             
→ “educated guesses” are also constrainable from data

Hadronization/b-jet uncertainties included in the jet energy uncertainty 

ISR/FSR variations included in Q2 uncertainty

Detector uncertainties

 jet energy scale/resolution, b-tag efficiency, trigger/selection efficiency

luminosity normalization (2.2% at 7 TeV / 4.4% at 8 TeV)

precise
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Main backgrounds:
QCD multijets (rejected with mT/MET, can be controlled from sidebands)

W+jets (in particular Heavy Flavor, controlled by categorizing or kinematics)

Use b-driven kinematics to discriminate top: 

mass of secondary vertex (@7 TeV) lepton-b invariant mass (@8 TeV)

CMS PAS-TOP-11-003,CMS PAS-TOP-12-006 
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Categorize events and fit σtt

W+HF normalization included in fit

Systematics treated as nuisance 

parameters  (e.g. Q2, b-tag efficiency)

Reconstruct kinematics from χ2 fit

Assign leptonic top decay

Binned fit Mlb distribution          
(data-driven templates for QCD)

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1386709/files/TOP-11-003-pas.pdf
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1461939?ln=en
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Uncertainties in lepton+jets

7 TeV

R
es

u
lts 8 TeV

Detector related uncertainties 
jet energy scale/resolution, b-tag 
trigger/selection eff.

Signal related uncertainties    
Q2, ME-PS matching 

reflect directly on top decay 
products kinematics (Mlb) e.g 
through modification of the 
environment (ISR/FSR)

factorize from simple b 
properties (vertex mass) 

Results are cross-checked and 
consistent with alternative 
measurements

9% 13%
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Cleanest signature, main background from:

Drell-Yan (Z-window is vetoed in ee/μμ and used to rescale DY contribution)

Single top-tW and dibosons (from MC)

Residual fake leptons (controlled from sidebands using fake rate/efficiency)

Almost background-free even without requiring b-tags or ET
miss

Cross section extracted using a profile likelihood ratio method or cut and count

arXiv:1208.2671, submitted to JHEP, TOP-12-007 

NEW

NEW

http://arxiv.org/abs/1208.2671
http://cms-physics.web.cern.ch/cms-physics/public/TOP-12-007-pas.pdf
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Uncertainties in dilepton analysis

Comparing uncertainties for cut and count ►

final unc. at 7 TeV reduced with profile likelihood

Main uncertainties:

instrumental (jet energy scale, luminosity)

0.8% uncertainty on BR(W→lvl)  

Irreducible background – tW

Dependency on top mass derived at 7 TeV

using the current world average:

7 TeV

R
es

u
lts 8 TeV

4.2% 6.7%

→ 4.3% uncertainty
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Challenging channels
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3rd generation only

◄ Main uncertainty 
due to  τ fake rate 
estimated from 
W+jets sample

Multivariate analysis (fakes modeled from 0 b-tags 
sideband) → main uncertainty is jet energy scale ▼

Fully hadronic

kinematic fit sorts combination 
which reconstruct mtop

Multijets re-weighted from 0 b-tags control region

Uncertainties: instrumental/ background 
are dominant over other contributions

Phys. Rev. D85 (2012) 112007 
CMS PAS TOP-11-004
CMS PAS TOP-11-005  

τ dilepton

τ+jets
All hadronic

23% unc. on σ
33% unc. on σ

18% unc. on σ

http://prd.aps.org/abstract/PRD/v85/i11/e112007
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1446652/files/TOP-11-004-pas.pdf
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1371755/files/TOP-11-007-pas.pdf
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Current word from CMS on σtt

CMS PAS-TOP-11-024, CMS PAS TOP-12-007

Full combination (@ 8 TeV) is performed using a binned maximum likelihood fit

Add uncertainties as scale factors affecting rates ( nuisance parameters)

Link common uncertainties to all channels with the same nuisance (100% correlation)

Excellent agreement between different channels and with theoretical predictions

assuming fully correlated 
exp. uncertainties

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1401250/files/TOP-11-024-pas.pdf


CMS PAS-TOP-11-024, CMS PAS TOP-12-007

6-8% uncertainty on σtt starting to call for NNLO predictions.

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1401250/files/TOP-11-024-pas.pdf
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…and current word from CMS-σtt on

Coupling of strong interactions

σ=σ(αS) is determined from Top++ and 
HATHOR with different PDFs 

Top quark mass (see backup)

Good agreement with world average

CMS PAS TOP-12-022, CMS PAS TOP-11-008

mtop and αS can't be determined simultaneously from σtt → constrain one when measuring the other

Experimental measurement (gaussian) PDF uncertainty convolved with rectangular “prior” on Q2 scale

NEW

NEW

Top++ with NNPDF2.1

First measurement of αs using events at an energy scale >2mtop

R
es

u
lt

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1475771/files/TOP-12-022-pas.pdf
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1387001/files/TOP-11-008-pas.pdf
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Measurement of differential cross-sections

Kinematics are reconstructed using different methods

after constrained fit (l+jets) 

by prioritizing b-tagged jets and most probable neutrino energies for 100<mt<300 GeV/c2 (dilepton)

Top pairs: pT, η, Mtt Individual top quark: pT, η Lepton kinematics: pT, η, Mll

Madgraph, MC@NLO, Powheg: good description of the data in different channels

CMS PAS TOP-11-013
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Testing pQCD from cross section

mailto:MC@NLO
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1422425
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CMS PAS TOP-12-023,CMS PAS TOP-12-019

Testing further pQCD
How dependent is the signal modeling on pQCD parameters: Q2, ME-PS matching, generator?

Obtain background subtracted distributions for tt by:

fitting the η distribution of the lepton (l+jets) in different ET
miss categories

Subtracting the backgrounds and unfolding (dilepton) as in the previous slide

▲Experimental results consistent with Q2 uncertainty

Higher Q2 tends to describe better multiplicity and gap fraction
Unc.: 3%-20% (low → high mult.) dominated by jet energy scale / model params

Madgraph/Powheg+Pythia tend to describe correctly data (see backup)

▲No particular dependency 
of ET

miss on model parameters.

Unc. dominated by W+jets estimation 
and energy scale of physics objects.
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NEW

pT>60 GeV

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1478672?ln=en
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1478671/files/TOP-12-019-pas.pdf
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CMS PAS TOP-12-014 

Associated production with bosons

Search is carried in two different channels

Trilepton: Z → ll + l at least 3 jets (2 b-tagged), HT>120 GeV

Same sign dilepton: l±l± with high pT, at least 3 jets (2 b-tagged) HT>100 GeV

Dominant systematic uncertainties due to background estimation

Result

4.67σ significance

2.44σ significance

3.66σ significance

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1460101?ln=en
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The ratio of tt+2 jets to tt+2 b jets is measured

ratio allows for cancellation of many uncertainties 

784 dilepton events with two jets and at least two b-tags are selected in data

cleaner environment to study heavy flavor content of top pair sample

Main challenges:

Experimental side: how well do we know b-tag efficiency and rate for b's from gluon splitting? mistag rate for light?

Theory side:  how important is npQCD? We have defined signal at particle level from jets with  p
T
>20 GeV ΔR

jj
>0.5

Mistag rate for light flavours known to ~10% dominates final uncertainty

CMS PAS TOP-12-024

Results
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NEW

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1479150/files/TOP-12-024-pas.pdf
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Dominant production channel

1 central, isolated lepton + Et
miss

expect N(l+) ≈ 1.9 N(l-), i.e. N(t) ≈ 1.9 N(anti-t)

Main signal contribution in 1 b jet+1 forward recoil jet - |η|<4.5

(analysis may use however Njets, Ntags categories)

Main backgrounds:

Top pair production: assumed from simulation

W+jets: fit from the discriminator output or re-scaled from selection 
sideband (e.g. failing mlvb requirement)

Multijets: fit to ET
miss, or mT spectrum with template from lepton 

selection side-band

Measurement stems from 2 approaches:

fit to angular variable - ηj'  – robust approach (7 and 8 TeV)

multivariate analysis (neural network and boosted decision tree) 
exploiting fully signal topology and maximizing significance (7 TeV only)

Combine individual to produce the final measurement

arXiv:1209.4533, submitted to JHEP, CMS PAS TOP-12-011

NEW

7 TeV

http://arxiv.org/abs/1209.4533
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1478935/files/TOP-12-011-pas.pdf
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Results for the t-channel

**

Main uncertainties     

Experimental/background 
uncertainties : W+jets 
background,  b-tagging

Theoretical inputs for signal 
modeling as well as Q2 for 
W+jets and top pairs

Notes: *  - R
8/7

 using the η
j'
 based cross section only / **   - table corresponds to the 7 TeV analysis

Results

7 TeV

8 TeV

*
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Final state: 2 leptons+1 b-jet+ET

miss   

At LO similar to top pair event with dilepton and only 1 b-jet in final state

2nd b-jet veto is applied for signal region

Balance (pT of the system):

Categorize events according to number of jets and b-tagging multiplicity

Compare fit from cut and count  to fit to multivariate discriminator

R
es

u
lts

arXiv:1209.3489, submitted to PRL

BDT
4σ significance

Cut and count
3.2σ significance

Cut and count events with H
T
>60 GeV HT, balance, leading jet pT, min Δφ(lepton,ET

miss)

NEW

http://arxiv.org/abs/1209.3489
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What is single top telling us on Vtb?

Vtb is (≈) the signal strength 

Anomalous form factor Is it really 1?

or

t-channel, 7 TeV t-channel, 8 TeV tW-channel, 7TeV

Results

best from single top
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What is single top telling us on Vtb?

Leaving discovery phase, entering precision measurements:

Vtb, polarization, mass, differential distributions

Muon

l+

ν

θ*

t-channel, 7 TeV t-channel, 8 TeV tW-channel, 7TeV

Results

best from single top



Top quark mass
 Measurements which build up on knowledge 

from our detector and top cross section studies.

The importance of being top or anti-top: mass difference
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Lepton+jets measurements

In-situ calibration of the light quark JES from W→ qq' leg

After requiring b-tag the purity of the events is very high

Kinematics fitter is used to evaluate possible combinations → assign weight

Ideogram method

arXiv:1209.2319, submitted to JHEP

Kinematic fit

Pgof(χ
2)>0.2

17985 events 
90% is tt
13% correct

5194 events 
96% is tt
44% correct

left to float 
free in the fit

composed from correct, wrong, 
unmatched and background permutations

from kinematics fit

NEW

http://arxiv.org/abs/1209.2319
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Calibration 

Simulated pseudo-experiments are used:

scan mtop and JES scenarios (27 points)

calibrate / assess the bias and coverage 

small corrections to nominal fit  (<0.5 GeV)
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Calibration and results

Simulated pseudo-experiments are used:

scan mtop and JES scenarios (27 points)

calibrate / assess the bias and coverage 

small corrections to nominal fit  (<0.5 GeV)

Calibration is used to correct the data fit: 

result self-consistent between channels

nominal jet energy scale is validated in-situ
stat. unc. only

e/μ+jets
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Systematic uncertainties

Jet energy scale/resolution

Light JES is calibrated in-situ but expect 2 b-jets in the final state → flavor uncertainty

Residual pT and η dependency to take into account deviations from flat JES fit from data

Other instrumental effects: b-tagging, ET
miss scale, pileup, lepton energy scale

Underlying event and colour reconnection

Z2 is the default UE tune for CMS at 7 TeV

Perugia2011 tunes are used for variations (direct comparison with ATLAS)

CR is compared within Perugia2011 variations (100% variation)

Note: tuning in the presence of ME-PS matching is a new field

Signal modeling

Q2 variation addresses two aspects

ME-PS tuning: critical parameter for the contribution from soft and collinear showers (Pythia-based)

Hadronization related uncertainties are covered by Q2 and jet energy scale variations

Other theoretical uncertainties: PDF, background contribution

Note: final error is related to the m
top

 measured → careful theoretical interpretation is needed

renormalisation & factorisation scale uncertainties - ME

amount of initial- and final-state radiation - ISR/FSR
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Results in lepton+jets

Results – best in lepton+jets
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p y

p
x

Jet/MET 
resolution 
effect

Different m
top

 
hypothesis

One degree of freedom in the 3D kinematics

Up to 8 possible solutions per event ►

Use matrix weighting technique to weight solutions 

arXiv:1209.2393, submitted to EPJC

Probability to observed 
lepton in top rest frame

PDF summed over all 
possible combinations

Result – best in dilepton channel 

NEW

http://arxiv.org/abs/1209.2393
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mtop from kinematic endpoints

Top dilepton events resemble kinematics and topology of many new physics scenario

Explore variables:

suited to analyze events with symmetric 3 body decays

which factorize event-by-event boost of the tt system ►

CMS PAS TOP-11-027

JHEP 0903 (2009) 143, PRL 107 (2011) 061801

◄ Simultaneous fit of the endpoints

Different systematics with 
respect to canonical” top mass 
measurements!

Result

NEW

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1478421/files/TOP-11-027-pas.pdf
http://arxiv.org/pdf/0810.5576v2.pdf
http://arxiv.org/pdf/0910.1584v2.pdf
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At least 6 jets (2 b-tagged with pT>30 GeV)

Choose permutation with lowest χ2 after kinematics fit 

Multijets background modeled from data 
using event mixing from pre-selected sample

CMS PAS TOP-11-017 

After P
gof

>9%
and ΔRbb>1.5
51% is tt
28% correct

Ideogram method is applied (similar to l+jets)

Best result attained assuming nominal JES

(JES is dominant uncertainty 1.09 GeV)

Result – best in all hadronic

NEW

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1477721/files/TOP-11-017-pas.pdf
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Top mass combination

Combination is performed with a  
Best Linear Unbiased Estimator

Different channels or assessed in 
different periods are statistically 
uncorrelated by design

Systematics are split into categories

Full correlation for common categories 
estimated with similar methods 

Final uncertainty is 0.57% 

mostly driven by l+jets result

2D fit uncorrelates partially JES 
uncertainty across channels

CMS PAS TOP-11-018
NEW

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1478194/files/TOP-11-018-pas.pdf


CMS PAS TOP-11-018

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1478194/files/TOP-11-018-pas.pdf
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Test CPT invariance in the top sector

Compare e-/μ++jets vs e-/μ-+jets samples

Mass reconstructed from hadronic side

Use kinematic fit (including resolutions)

Choose combination with lowest χ2

Final measurement from ideogram method
(combine μ- and μ+ likelihoods separately) 

Most systematic effects cancel out

 measurement is stat. limited

JHEP 06 (2012) 109

Results - world's best

http://www.springerlink.com/content/9m4v8466w66479l0/


Summary



At CMS we have been analyzing 
different aspects of a particle which is 

analogous to an elephant



It will soon attain the age of majority*
Its' never found alone

It's heavy
Its' genders stand on an equal footing

(c
) 

N
ic

k 
Br

an
dt

 *in most countries 
and US states



(c) Nick Brandt
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Conclusions

>3x106 top pairs collected: great times for top quark physics at the LHC

Potential to provide precision inputs to QCD (PDF, αS,...)

EWK (mtop, Vtb, …)

Searches (couplings, top partners, …) 

Focused on precision measurements: production cross section and mass  

Precision built on excellent detector performance

careful choice of signal modeling and validation from data

combination of different, complementary methods

Measurements overall consistent with the SM predictions call for next round of theory predictions

Full collection of public results from CMS @ 
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsTOP

Acknowledgments:  the CMS top group, personified in its conveners R. Tenchini, R. Chierici and M. 
Mulders, for helping the speaker to prepare this summary and granting him the opportunity of 
presenting its work

...not discussed today

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/PhysicsResultsTOP


Backup



What can we learn from Top?

Can we improve the current precision on the mass?
 mtop=manti-top ? (CPT invariance) 
Privileged role in EWSB breaking mechanism (λt~1)?

Is the charge of the decay products 
compatible with  2/3e?
Is the width of the prompt decay 
compatible with Γt~1.3 GeV?

Is Vtb=1? 
Anomalous couplings in Wtb vertex?
Rare decays by FCNC to γq, qZ, qg? 
t→H+b ?

Many unknowns: unique sample for precision measurements 
and exploration of deviations from the SM at the LHC.

The LHC has already delivered us >106 top 
quarks – what have we been learning?

Top pair production: consistent with QCD prediction?  
Jet scaling pattern?  Associated productions? 
Resonant production? Spin correlations? 
Production after decay cascade?
Differential measurement of the charge asymmetry? 

Single top production: Vtq , W', H+
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The pileup challenge

78 vertices in a single event!

CMS Preliminary 2012

160 ms to run 
400 algorithms 
is scaling 
linearly with 
luminosity

H → WW mantains per-
formance at different PU

>95% efficiency 
in data taking

Improvement in 
reconstruction

Improvement in 
reconstruction~1 week for new data 

certification for analysis 

Current limit on data taking from prompt 
reconstruction at T0 for low/high memory 
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Uncertainty on luminosity

Luminosity measurement is based on pixel cluster counting

Use Van der Meer scan to measure

At 7 TeV attain a total uncertainty of 2.2%

At 8 TeV increased uncertainty to 4.4%

Observe larger scan-to-scan variations in the cross section

Work in progress to understand variation

Assign larger variation (3.7%) as  systematic uncertainty

7 TeV 8 TeV

CMS PAS SMP-12-008, CMS PAS LUM-12-001

mean number of pixel clusters per zero-
bias trigger at the peak of the scan 11246 Hz from VdM scan

http://cms-physics.web.cern.ch/cms-physics/public/SMP-12-008-pas.pdf
http://cms-physics.web.cern.ch/cms-physics/public/LUM-12-001-pas.pdf
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Pileup corrections for jets

Corrections are based on two methods:

Average offset – based on the 
multiplicity of primary vertices

Jet area – based on average energy 
density - ρ - computed with FastJet (Cacciari 
and Salam, PLB659:119-126,2008)

Average offset corrections correctly 
reproduced by jet area method (as well as 
η dependency on data)

Linear dependency as function of pileup 
(with small quadratic dependency for MC)

Charged hadron subtraction is 
possible using primary vertex association

improve resilience against PU

expect to achieve best resolution 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269307011094
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Jet energy scale uncertainty components

Jet energy scale uncertainties include:

Absolute : absolute scale uncertainty 
derived from Z/γ+jets

High pT : extrapolation based on Pythia6 
Z2/Herwig++2.3 differences in fragmentation 
and UE

Single Pion : high pT extrapolation after 
±3% variation in single particle response

Flavor : jet flavor based on Pythia6 
Z2/Herwig++2.3 differences in quark and 
gluon responses relative to QCD mixture 

Time : JEC time dependence.

Relative JER : η-dependence uncertainty from jet pT resolution (JER)

Relative FSR :η-dependence uncertainty due to correction for FSR.

Relative Stat : statistical uncertainty in determination of η-dependence. 

Pile Up : uncertainties for pile-up corrections include data/MC differences in Zero Bias data, out 
of time residuals, offset on jet pT due to zero suppresion, observed evolution of jet rate with 
vertex multiplicity
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b-tagging and pileup

Small dependency on pileup for the performance of the algorithms used by top 

(example of the IP-based algorithm used by single top analysis is given in the left figure)

Larger dependency observed for very high purity algorithms

(example of SecVtx-based algorithm is given in the right figure)

CMS PAS BTV-11-004

http://cms-physics.web.cern.ch/cms-physics/public/BTV-11-004-pas.pdf
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b-tagging algorithms at CMS

At CMS b-tagging algorithms can be based on:

              impact parameter Secondary vertex reconstruction

Track Counting: uses 3rd 
track with highest IP significance

Jet probability: how 
probable that a jet was 
produced from the PV?

Combined SecVtx: multivariate 
discriminator using both SecVtx and 
lifetime information

CMS PAS BTV-11-004

http://cms-physics.web.cern.ch/cms-physics/public/BTV-11-004-pas.pdf
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Generator setups for top physics at CMS

Matrix Element + Parton shower generators

Better description of high multiplicities

ISR/FSR modeling tuned from assumed Q2

 PS 

e.g. Madgraph+Pythia

Next Leading Order

More accurate in normalization

Smaller uncertainty on the Q2

e.g. MC@NLO+Herwig

tree level diagrams with up to 3 partons

real+virtual corrections

mailto:MC@NLO
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More on the Q2 and ME-PS parameters and choices

Parton showering (e.g. Pythia) describes 
the soft and collinear region

ME-PS matching is done via kTMLM

ensure smoothness of N → N+1 jet rates

matching thresholds (xqcut=20) drives 
optimal scale (qcut=40)

Choice is varied by factors of 2 or ½

For each event the Q2 is defined as:

Alternative settings vary by 4Q2 and ¼Q2

Parton showering:

αS-based evolution scale of ISR/FSR 

shares Q2 factor αS scale with ME

implicitly: starting scale changes with ΔQ2

Note: scales in different processes are varied 
independently (tt, single top, W/Z+jets, etc.)

1 → 0 2 → 1

3 → 2
4 → 3
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…and current word from CMS-σtt on

     Coupling of strong interactions Top quark mass

CMS PAS TOP-12-022, CMS PAS TOP-11-008

Experimental measurement (gaussian) PDF uncertainty

Parametrize measured and 
predicted dependency on 
mtop:

Uncertainties: experimental 
measurement, PDF, Q2 scale, α

s

m
top

 and α
S
 can't be determined simultaneously from σ

tt
 → constrain one when measuring the other

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1475771/files/TOP-12-022-pas.pdf
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1387001/files/TOP-11-008-pas.pdf
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Modeling jet activity in dilepton events

Best agreement is observed for generators interfaced with Pythia (Madgraph, Powheg)

MC@NLO+Herwig describes better the jet gap fraction due to the fact that it fails to 
reproduce correctly events with emission of several hard jets

Distributions are overall better described with Madgraph with increased Q2 
 (see slide 27)

pT>60 GeV

CMS PAS TOP-12-023

mailto:MC@NLO
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1478672?ln=en
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Gap fraction in dilepton events

Gap fractions vs 
different generators

MC@NLO+Herwig better 
description of gap fractions 
but poorer description of 
high jet multiplicities

Comparison with 
Powheg+Herwig would be 
useful

Gap fractions vs 
different Madgraph 
parameters

Data tends to indicate 
prefence for higher Q2

Educated guess for the 
variation of the 
parameters in CMS 
matching exp. 
uncertainties

CMS PAS TOP-12-023

mailto:MC@NLO
http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1478672?ln=en
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Background control for t-channel

QCD multijets is controlled in the 2 jet 1 tag sample after fitting the low M
T
 region for the muon 

channel (low E
T

miss region for the electron channel)

Check shape and normalization of |ηj |and m
lvb

 in 2 control regions:

2 jets 0 tags: W+light

3 jets 2 tags: Ttbar

W+ jets cross-checks

From EWK/ Ttbar cross section 
measurement it is expected to be 1.2 
(W+b) / 1.7x (W+c) larger with 
respect to MC prediction

Control |ηj | in the m
lvb 

sidebands►

Subtract TTbar, single top-s, -tW 
and dibosons from prediction

Derive the template for the 
W+heavy flavor contribution to be 
fit in the signal region
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Further control distributions for single top t-channel

Distributions obtained in the signal region

Using result of the fit to ηj'

For |ηj'|>2.8

arXiv:1209.4533, submitted to JHEP

http://arxiv.org/abs/1209.4533
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Uncertainties in the t-channel at 8 TeV
CMS PAS TOP-12-011

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1478935/files/TOP-12-011-pas.pdf
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tt+MET

High purity after requiring 2 b-tags

Distinctive feature: leptons from tt are central

Fit signal contribution in ET
miss bins

Comparison with different generators

LO

Madgraph interfaced with PYTHIA: ME+PS

PYTHIA only PS

NLO

MC@NLO Is interfaced with Herwig

Powheg is interfaced with PYTHIA

mailto:MC@NLO
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More on mtop from kinematic endpoints

Unbinned likelihood fit

3 variables: MT2┴
210 MT2┴

221 and Mbl

The likelihood component for each observable expressed in terms of the observable and endpoint

Low correlation

Distinct signal shapes

LO-based parameterizations

For each variable the individual likelihood is

Fit range is chosen to minimize the dependency of the fit result

CMS PAS TOP-11-027

Signal is parametrized as a kinked-line shape Parametrizes 
the resolution

Background 
shape

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1478421/files/TOP-11-027-pas.pdf
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Uncertainties in full hadronic mtop

1-D analysis yields the best uncertainty in the determination of mtop

If stat. uncertainty associated to the determination of syst. uncertainty is larger it is 
conservatively taken as the systematic uncertainty

CMS PAS TOP-11-017 

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1477721/files/TOP-11-017-pas.pdf
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